JAILBAIT NO MORE!

EXOTIC CELEBRATES 18 YEARS OF KEEPING PORTLAND HARD & WET

Featuring
ARTIST OF THE MONTH - JUSTICE HOWARD
PDX INK WITH PEARL TATTOO STUDIO
INK 'N' PINK - THE FINAL SHOWDOWN

PLUS! ROCKET, SHEENA, ELLE & STATUTORY RAY
[blush]
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN, ONE MILE
SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE
OPEN MON - FRI 11AM-2:30AM,
SAT 12PM-2:30AM, SUN 4PM-2:30AM

BEAUTIFUL EXOTIC
DANCERS FROM
ALL OVER THE WORLD

FULL BAR · FULL MENU
LOTTERY GAMES

CORPORATE, BACHELOR &
BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES

VIP ROOMS
REAL FRICTION DANCES

ALWAYS HIRING DANCERS
(18 & OVER)
DAILY AUDITIONS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

5145 SE McLoughlin Blvd.
503-236-8559

HAPPY HOUR!
4PM - 7PM
DAILY!
Club Rouge
A Gentlemen's Lounge

Gabby

Dakota

DJ Dick Hennessy
PRESENTS THE 2ND ANNUAL
VAGINA BEAUTY PAGEANT
THURSDAY, JULY 28 @ CLUB ROUGE

Sponsored By

403 SW STARK • PORTLAND, OR 97204 • (At The Corner Of SW 4th & Stark) • (503) 227-3936 • myspace.com/ClubRougePDX • ClubRougePDX.com
more than just a stripclub!

Cabaret I
Downtown at 5th & Burnside
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-7PM
503 W. BURNSIDE • (503) 525-4900

Cabaret II
SE Stark & 17th
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-9PM
17544 SE STARK • (503) 252-3529

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
Come Fulfill All Your Fantasies At Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous...

...Where It’s Always Hot And Wet!

LOWEST HOUSE FEES IN TOWN!

COMING SOON: ANGEL & RILEY’S “SQUIRT-ON-COMMAND” SHOWS

FEATURING: ANGEL, ASIA, BROOKE, CAMERON, GWEN, HALEY, HEATHER, JENNA, JERSEY A.K.A. SARA, JORDAN, JULIA, KELLY, MIA, NADIA, PEYTON, RECKLESS RACHEL, RILEY, SAGE, SARAH, SKYE, STACY, TATIANNA, VANESSA, VANITY AND LOTS MORE!

NOW HIRING: HOT MODELS CALL 503-285-5058

portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous

12503 SE DIVISION #C • 503-285-5058
WWW.BRITTANISSECRETRENDEZVOUS.COM
NEWLY REMODELED • UPScale AND CLEAN
ATM INSIDE • OPEN 24 HOURS • ATM
SAFARI SHOWCLUB

PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL • 503-231-9199

Open July 4th!

HAPPY HOUR
MON-FRI 11AM-6:30PM

DINNER SPECIALS DAILY
COME SEE WHAT’S COOKING!

$6 RIBEYE SPECIAL
$5 CHICKEN TERIYAKI

BREAKFAST
SERVED ALL DAY!

Our Patio Is Open!

SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!
AUDITIONS DAILY • CALL (503) 231-9199 OR STOP BY CLUB • 18 & OVER
HALF PRICE HAPPY HOUR
7AM-7PM

JODY'S
BAR & GRILL

PORTLAND'S ONLY FULL NUDE SPORTS BAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7AM-2:30AM

12035 NE GLISAN - 503.255.5039
www.Jody'sBarAndGrill.com
www.myspace.com/Jody'sBarAndGrill

CELEBRATING 4TH OF JULY
ALL WEEKEND!
FRIDAY, JULY 1ST - MONDAY, JULY 4TH

WEDNESDAYS ARE
LADIES' NIGHT
MARGARITA, RUM & COKE AND
BEER SPECIALS FOR THE LADIES

12 OZ. NEW YORK & RIBEYE
FULL STEAK BREAKFASTS AND DINNERS $12.75

$2.75 DAILY BREAKFAST
AND LUNCH SPECIALS

CHOICE SIRLOIN STEAK
AND EGGS $6.99

WELLS - $2.25
DOMESTICS - $2
JELL-O SHOTS - $1
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY!

NOW HIRING
ENTERTAINERS
CALL KATHY TO SCHEDULE
AUDITIONS @ 503-415-1302

CHECK OUT OUR NEW
NIGHTLY SPECIALS
9PM - 11PM!
THE ALL-NEW
BOOM BOOM ROOM

Boom Boom Burlesque revue

THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 10PM

Hosted by 3-1/2 foot Mini-Emcee Nik Sin
Special Feature Acts Berlin & Tanya The Tattooed Lady
Magic by Reed McClintock

TEXAS HOLD 'EM POKER
GAMES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY & NIGHT

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND!
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD • 503-244-7630 • OPEN DAILY 11AM - 2:30AM

FOR DANCER AUDITIONS EMAIL BOOMDANCERS@GMAIL.COM OR TEXT 503-319-8644 • WWW.MYSpace.COM/REALBOOMBOOMROOM
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHT LIFE
EXCLUSIVE PARTIES
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
MUSIC/ARTIST PROMOTIONS
& MUCH MORE!

WITH THOUSANDS OF LOCALS POSTING & SEARCHING EVERYDAY!

“Come find what you’re really looking for. No games - No Gimmicks”

JD’S BAR AND GRILL
WIN UP TO $10,000 WITH PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT VIDEO LOTTERY!

$3.99 BREAKFAST
10AM-NOON EVERYDAY!

ALAMEDA’S ONLY STRIP CLUB!

JD’S GUARANTEE
ONE HOT CHICK — MINIMUM
ON SITE AT ALL TIMES!

OPEN 10AM - 2:30AM
4523 NE 50TH AVE. • PORTLAND, OR 97213 • 503-288-8777

DOC’S
4228 SE 82ND AVE. • (503) 788-1500 • OPEN EVERY DAY 11AM-2:30AM

SATURDAY, JULY 23 – WORST TATTOO CONTEST!
SPONSORED BY RAVEN INK TATTOO. FIRST $500 GIFT CERTIFICATES AND EXCITING PRIZES!

FEATURING FLAYRE
WED, FRI & SAT 8PM-2AM

FEATURING ABSYNTH
THU, FRI & SAT 8PM-2AM

AUDITIONS DAILY
NO HOUSE, STAGE OR LATE FEES!

COCKTAILS STARTING AT JUST $2.50
Bottoms Up!
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME...

$5
LUNCH
SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIALS
SUNDAY S.I.N.
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL DAY WITH OLGC CARD

CONSTRUCTION WORKER WEDNESDAY
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL DAY WITH BUSINESS CARD

GREAT FOOD! GREAT ATMOSPHERE! GREAT DANCERS!

COCKTAILS • FOOD • DANCERS
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS!

NOW AUDITIONING DANCERS

SMOKING DECK AVAILABLE!

OPEN @ 11AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE
WWW.BOTTONSUPPDX.COM

16900 NW ST. HELENS RD.
(503) 621-9844
JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
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THE EROTIC MUSE  PG. 18
EROTIC CITY  PG. 24
THE ROCKET REPORT  PG. 28
CALENDAR PINUP  PG. 33
SHEENA’S SEX TALK  PG. 46
SPOOKY BENEFIT  PG. 50

Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Anyone removing magazines in bulk will be prosecuted on theft charges to the fullest extent of the law. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, rash, itching, hives, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, dryness, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, premature ejaculation, impotence, sleep apnea, lymph disease and certain strains of nonce-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
9950 SE Stark St. • 503-477-9528
Corner of Stark & Washington • 2 blocks off I-205
Mon-Fri 9AM-2:30AM & Sat-Sun 7AM-2:30PM
New Appetizer Menu & Specials Available!
Call Jason (919) 200-8844 to Schedule an Audition
New Girls! New Booking Agent!

Super Dave’s Birthday Bash
Friday, July 8th

Bikini Car Wash
Saturday, July 9th 2PM-6PM

Bikini Car Wash
Saturday, July 23rd 2PM-6PM

Falco’s Pub
503-477-9628 • Daily 11AM - 2:30AM

- $5 Steak Dinner
- 8 TVs and 1 Big Screen TV
- Pool Tables, Dart Boards, Games
- Pool Leagues and Tournaments
- Now Featuring Diamond Pool Tables
- Full Bar & Full Menu - With Breakfast All Day
- Kamikaze Karaoke - Thursday, Friday & Saturday Night
- Coming Soon - Outside Dining Patio
OPENING IN JULY!
PITIFUL PRINCESS
12646 SE DIVISION ST.

NOW HIRING!
LOOKING TO HIRE HOT DANCERS.
NO STAGE FEES. PERSONALITY AND LOOKS A MUST.
DRAMA NOT ALLOWED. AUDITIONS TUE-FRI 11AM-4PM
CALL PATI FOR MORE INFO (503) 735-5405.

FULL BAR AT
ALL THREE CLUBS!
SPECIALS!!!
6PM-8PM DAILY &
11PM-MIDNIGHT
SUN-THUR

SUNDAYS
2-for-1 Lap Dances

MONDAYS
$1 Taxi Dances

TUESDAYS
$1 Taxi Dances

WEDNESDAYS
2-for-1 Lap Dances

FULL LOTTERY

GLIMMERS
3532 SE POWELL BLVD. • (503) 234-6033
OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY

SHIMMERS
8000 SE FOSTER RD. • (971) 230-0047
OPEN 9AM-2:30AM DAILY
FULL LOTTERY
DRESS UP, THEN...
LET’S PARTY ‘TIL DAWN!

SWINGERS’
REAL, LIVE PARTY!
EVERY FRIDAY FROM 9PM TO 4AM
3533 SE 39TH AVE (CÉSAR E. CHÁVEZ BLVD) • PORTLAND
ANGELSPDX.COM

THE ADULT SHOP
www.e-adultshop.com

SAVE 20%
On all Evolved Products In July
The Dalles | Salem | Albany | Corvallis | Eugene | Rice Hill | Medford
www.e-adultshop.com 503.763.3556

Making All Your
Fantasies Come True!

ALL BRAND
NEW MODELS!

OPEN
24/7

CLUB FANTASY
New Ownership • Upscale, Clean, Air-Conditioned Facility Discreet Parking in Back • Now Hiring Hot Models 503-453-2647
1232 NE COLUMBIA BLVD. • 503-445-6688

Cathie’s
#1 For Fantasy And Fun!

Swimwear
Is In At
Cathie’s!

Sydney
Lane
from Stars
Cabaret
Bridgeport

OPEN MON-THU 9AM-MID
FRI & SAT 9AM-1AM • SUN 10AM-10PM
CATHIESPORTLAND.COM
8201 SE POWELL BLVD. #H
503.771.9979

Sydney
Lane
from Stars
Cabaret
Bridgeport
"You’re a bitch.”

I looked up from my hands and knees as I swept the singles off the floor.

I couldn’t have heard that correctly. “What?”

“You’re a bitch!”

The man was twenty-something with dark hair and square glasses and he was smiling at me, his eyes all lit up. I had never seen him before. This wasn’t making sense. I ran it through my brain, trying to think what I could have possibly done in my last eight minutes on stage to make anyone think I was “a bitch.” I couldn’t think of anything, so I asked for clarification.

“How am I a bitch?” I questioned him, expressionless. I’ve learned that it’s better not to indulge some people. He pointed with his beer in hand, his finger encircling my body before him. “Because of your tattoos.” Now I was really confused. Was this the set up to an awesome joke? I cocked my head and answered coolly, “So, I’m a bitch because of my tattoos?” “Yeah!” He seemed excited, as if I’d unlocked some kind of awesome secret. “It’s because of where they are on your body.” I crawled a bit closer to him and took a deep breath.

“So, are you insulting me or are you complimenting me?”

“I’m complimenting you.” He still was beaming at me and took a swig of his can.

I lowered my voice and looked him square in the eye.

“Next time you compliment someone, you should go about it in a different way.” I stood up and left the stage, still befuddled.

Bars and strip joints are hot-spots for conflict. There is a high amount of energy, the patrons (and entertainers) are often intoxicated, anxious and looking for attention. The most aggressive customers certainly find some girls easy targets upon which to release their aggression. I can’t even say how many times a fellow peeler has cried in the dressing room over some nonsense that was said to her.

A very trusted man-friend gave me his opinion:

“As a customer, it’s a very subjective position to be in. Think about it. You are expected to sit quietly and watch a stranger parade their body in front of you. In order to witness such a display, you put money in front of you. Some people just can’t deal with it; they are too arrogant to respect the transaction.”

While it’s true that neither of us are psychologists, I really think he’s on to something here. Dancers, how many of us can recall a time when a tipper has either insulted or physically acted out for no apparent reason? I’ve had handfuls of interactions that ended with me walking away, boggled at how on earth I’d been deemed deserving of such treatment. Sometimes it’s funny. Sometimes it’s infuriating.

Last month, I’d just seated myself at the corner of the bar when a tall business-like man stepped near to me. We began a conversation, but I was attempting to keep it short because I was slated to go on stage next. So I was a bit surprised when he raised an eyebrow, pointed at my boots and stated bluntly: “Those things are horrible. You look like Nanook of the North. You look like an Eskimo.”

The boots were nothing unreasonable, just some dark suede lace-up moccasins with piles of fringe. They swoosh-swoosh when I walk. In Portland, we know that it’s not unusual to see dancers wearing moccasins, Keds, Uggs, Converse, ballet flats and stilettos.

At first I was irritated. What a rude thing to say! Then I looked at his face. He was gauging my expression, his mouth in a twisted half-smile. I paused for effect, and carefully chose my words: “As a man in a pink shirt, do you really think you should be giving me fashion tips?” He blinked. “It’s not pink. It’s rose.” I smiled and batted my lashes exaggeratedly. “Okay dahhhling, so is the color of my lip stain.” A few moments of silence passed between us. I was smiling at him through closed teeth. He laughed and his whole body relaxed. “I like you, you’re sassy. Can I buy you a drink?” Potential crisis averted.

Of course, not all conversations that begin so poorly end so nicely, but sometimes people are just attempting to elicit a reaction. While I admit that the smallest infraction can seem much more outrageous at the time, it’s important to note the distinction between silly and malicious.

The annoying:

“Oh, you’re 24? I thought you were a lot older.”

“Can I lick your pussy? Just real quick, the bouncer won’t see it.”

The misguided compliments:

“You’d be even hotter with acrylic nails.”

“Your ass will likely be the first thing to go, but you’ll still have a nice face.”

The perplexing:

“You’re really sexy…you remind me of my niece.”

“I can tell you aren’t a natural brunette because of the color of your butthole.”

The horribly racist and unacceptable:

“Is that girl black? I don’t tip niggers.”

“Filipinos are really scraping the bottom of the barrel, even when it comes to Asians.”

If it’s something like the last two (or worse, yikes) you have options:

1: Walk away.

2: Walk away and tell the bouncer, so that he knows who the dickheads are. Verbal oddities often precipitate physical conflicts.

3: If it’s a lesser offense like the aforementioned, and if you like a challenge and trust your patience, you can step to their game like I did with Pink Shirt Guy.

Essentially, if you let people walk all over you, they will. Just remember that service-industry workers are nothing without their customers.

If you’d like to antagonize Elle in person, you can find her at Lucky Devil Lounge, Sundays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 9pm to close. Come watch her assault something at the Ink ‘n’ Pink Finals at Dante’s Saturday July 2nd. Throw some beads at her. Aim for her bush.
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As Ink 'n' Pink wraps up its 7 Deadly Sins tour on Saturday July 2nd at Dante’s, we wanted to take the time to further explore one of the most dynamic elements of this year’s shows: the long awaited return of live, on-site tattooing. When we re-launched Ink ‘n’ Pink several years ago (after a five year hiatus) I was a bit surprised to discover that (in spite of a virtual explosion of new tattoo shops in PDX), no one was too anxious to participate in our sordid little festival of tattooed flesh. So, in spite of the absence of tattooing, Ink ‘n’ Pink marched forward for the past two years, but the absence of ink was hard not to miss. This year, I promised myself that if Ink ‘n’ Pink was going to return, then goddammit… ink would be slinging! I didn’t have to look very far for a solution, as the proprietor of Pearl Tattoo Studio had been under my nose the whole time (he was a regular in the club I DJ’d at). After a brief brainstorming session, agreements were drawn up; and not only was Pearl Tattoo Studio on board, but it was also agreed that they were to be the exclusive inkslingers for the duration of the event. This month we caught up with the co-owners of Pearl, Doug Auld and Tony Harris, to find out what makes the ink pump through their veins.

Thanks for taking the time to chat with Exotic, gentlemen! So tell us, how long have you been tattooing and what inspired you to start?

**Tony**: 20 years, and money was the inspiration. I had just graduated art school and was working horrible dead-end jobs for shitty pay. I ended up working in a shop with my sculpture professor, who had quit teaching in order to tattoo.

**Doug**: I have been tattooing for just about 15 years. I started just out of curiosity. I had wanted to start tattooing and drew up a design for my then-girlfriend. The folks at the shop liked what I had drawn, so I started apprenticing and that was that.

**If you have a distinct style, how would you describe it?**

**Tony**: No particular style. I try to be proficient doing everything.

**Doug**: Art Nouveau with a tendency towards dark subjects with an attention to (and love for) detail.

**What style do you like tattooing the most and why?**

**Tony**: I like to do pieces that I’ve designed (my own artwork). It’s really cool seeing your fine art on skin!

**Doug**: Realistic and complex. Mostly, I enjoy the challenge of making things fit to the body.

**What is the most rewarding part of being a tattoo artist?**

**Tony**: It’s wonderful making art, being creative and then getting paid for it! Also, every piece is different, so it doesn’t get monotonous.

**Doug**: Probably doing tattoos for people that help them through some point of their lives, I enjoy the psychological aspect of tattooing.

**What can be the most annoying part of being a tattoo artist?**

**Tony**: When customers try to get you to lower the price you quoted them. It tells me the work I’m doing isn’t worth the money I’m asking for. When that happens, I don’t want to work on them at all. Very sad.

**Doug**: One of the most annoying things is when I have a person ask me to draw up some designs and then, on the day of the appointment, they show up with something they printed off from the internet.

**What part of the body do you like to tattoo the best and why?**

**Tony**: The sides of the leg because they can lie down and are more

---

**Pearl Tattoo Studio**

By John Voge

The best is being an artist/owner of a shop. It's a long story. You know who (he was a regular in the club I DJ'd at). After a brief brainstorming session, agreements were drawn up; and not only was Pearl Tattoo Studio on board, but it was also agreed that they were to be the exclusive inkslingers for the duration of the event. This month we caught up with the co-owners of Pearl, Doug Auld and Tony Harris, to find out what makes the ink pump through their veins.

Thanks for taking the time to chat with Exotic, gentlemen! So tell us, how long have you been tattooing and what inspired you to start?

**Tony**: 20 years, and money was the inspiration. I had just graduated art school and was working horrible dead-end jobs for shitty pay. I ended up working in a shop with my sculpture professor, who had quit teaching in order to tattoo.

**Doug**: I have been tattooing for just about 15 years. I started just out of curiosity. I had wanted to start tattooing and drew up a design for my then-girlfriend. The folks at the shop liked what I had drawn, so I started apprenticing and that was that.

**If you have a distinct style, how would you describe it?**

**Tony**: No particular style. I try to be proficient doing everything.

**Doug**: Art Nouveau with a tendency towards dark subjects with an attention to (and love for) detail.

**What style do you like tattooing the most and why?**

**Tony**: I like to do pieces that I’ve designed (my own artwork). It’s really cool seeing your fine art on skin!

**Doug**: Realistic and complex. Mostly, I enjoy the challenge of making things fit to the body.

**What is the most rewarding part of being a tattoo artist?**

**Tony**: It’s wonderful making art, being creative and then getting paid for it! Also, every piece is different, so it doesn’t get monotonous.

**Doug**: Probably doing tattoos for people that help them through some point of their lives, I enjoy the psychological aspect of tattooing.

**What can be the most annoying part of being a tattoo artist?**

**Tony**: When customers try to get you to lower the price you quoted them. It tells me the work I’m doing isn’t worth the money I’m asking for. When that happens, I don’t want to work on them at all. Very sad.

**Doug**: One of the most annoying things is when I have a person ask me to draw up some designs and then, on the day of the appointment, they show up with something they printed off from the internet.

**What part of the body do you like to tattoo the best and why?**

**Tony**: The sides of the leg because they can lie down and are more
comfortable. The back also—lots of canvas! Yippee!

Doug: Anywhere but the stomach and a hairy man’s ass.

What’s your best and worst tattooing experience?
Tony: The best is being an artist/owner of a shop. The worst is being lied to, cheated, and basically being treated like shit by a supposed friend and owner of a shop. It’s a long story. You know who are...ass! Hope you choke on your own vomit!

Doug: I guess the best would be widening people’s views of what is possible with a tattoo. The worst is dealing with obstinate fuckheads who don’t listen and insist on getting flat, static images.

Do you enjoy working in other mediums besides tattooing?
Tony: Yes. Drawing, of course; you should be able to draw if you want to tattoo. Painting, printmaking and ceramics.

Doug: Drawing, as a prerequisite for tattooing. I’ve tried my hand at painting lately and if I had the wherewithal to own a kiln, I would still be making ceramics as well.

What percentage of your body is covered in ink? What artist or artists are responsible for said ink?

Doug: Maybe a close 50%. It’s sort of scattered around. Contributors include myself, some jerk named Tony Harris, Chere Hall, Tyre Duvernay, Matt Jones, Philip Martinez and Liz Dye. I think that’s it.

Are there any special projects you’re working on right now?
Tony: Yes. A new art show hopefully taking place in October.

Doug: Too many paintings for my own good, which will hopefully lead to an art show around October or so.

With the popularity of tattoo reality shows and the newfound acceptance of tattoos in the general public, can you share some opinions on where the art of tattooing or the tattoo industry is going?

Tony: The industry is definitely going in a positive direction, a more fine-art direction. There are some really great artists coming out. But I think that reality shows tend to make it out to be a circus with way too much drama!

Doug: I think that the industry has gained a great deal of exposure thanks to mass media, however, I don’t believe this has had an entirely positive result. I feel as though it has made tattooing very trendy and raised it, in some opinions, to a fad. The market has become saturated with hacks, because they see it on television and it looks easy. There will be a critical mass reached, either before or after, the public eye has moved on to the next big thing.

Pearl Tattoo Studio is located at 1255 NW 9th Ave in downtown Portland. Originally opened in December of 2007 under different ownership, the shop came under the ownership of longtime employees Tony and Doug in January of 2011 and it’s been a non-stop party ever since! It’s just not the kind of party you might take your mother to, unless she likes clowns, ponies, saw blades and rubber hoses.
WINTER

TURKEY TUESDAY IS BACK!
A COMPLETE THANKSGIVING TURKEY DINNER BUFFET WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS. ONE TIME ONLY!
JULY 19 • 6PM-8PM

$3.50 JACK & COKES

HAPPY HOUR 4PM-7PM DAILY

INDUSTRY NIGHT SUN - THU FROM MIDNIGHT TO CLOSE

GREAT DAILY FOOD SPECIALS
18 & Over Strip Club

The Golden Dragon
Exotic Club

324 SW 3RD / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503.274.1900
OPEN DAILY AT 6PM UNTIL THE SUN COMES UP

Always Hiring Dancers

After Hours
The Party Doesn’t Stop When The Bars Close.
We Are Open All Night Until The Sun Comes Up!

Wet T-shirt Contest
Every Saturday Night At Midnight With Cash Prizes!

Friend Us On Facebook And Never Pay A Cover Charge! facebook.com/goldendragonclub

18TH BIRTHDAY PARTIES / BACHELOR PARTIES / LAP DANCES / VIP ROOMS / FREE POOL NIGHTLY / VIDEO GAMES
Okay, I gotta admit, writing Erotic City from a hospital bed is not something I had planned. Then again, neither was cancer. Yeah that’s right, the rumors you may have heard are true. Strange that the big “C” has now toppled two Exotic editors in a row (perhaps this job should come with a Surgeon General’s warning that editing/writing at Exotic may be a serious risk to your health). But like our previous editor Viva Las Vegas, I have every intention of kicking this thing’s ass straight back to the hell it came from.

Not that there is ever really a convenient time to deal with cancer, but right in the middle of the Ink ’n’ Pink competition certainly isn’t one of the best times it could happen. When the event started, I knew trouble was coming; that’s why I staggered the preliminary rounds with a two-week intermission in hopes that my hospital stay wouldn’t interfere with the schedule. For some reason, cancer doesn’t really work on any schedule but its own. It kicked my ass quite a bit harder than expected and will be taking me out of the loop until the end of August.

You find out a lot about yourself and the people you share your life with when shit like this happens. I was surprised as hell about who stood up and showed how much they cared (and some who obviously couldn’t care less). When your mortality is in question, you start to look at each day that goes by with a lot more value. Why waste time that you can never get back? By the time I get out of the hospital (at the end of the week) it will be my 46th birthday, and I’m still trying to figure out what the hell I want to be when I grow up. It can be a little difficult to truly consider the non-stop party that is the adult entertainment industry as a lifetime career. But looking back on all of it now, I don’t think I could have picked a better way to truly figure out who the hell I was. The cast of characters I’ve surrounded myself with in the process have been truly fascinating (well, most of them anyway). This industry is full of incredibly talented, brilliantly intelligent and ridiculously creative individuals. Sure there are some complete douchebags hanging on around the edges, but that is true in every walk of life.

So, while this illness has put a serious bump in the road for me, it won’t be taking me out of the picture for too much longer. I’ll still hang on to my duties here in the editorial department, but beyond that, we’ll have to wait and see. I don’t see myself popping back up behind a DJ booth until late August, but who knows? I’ve got plenty of people on my side that will help me kick this thing’s ass in no time at all. I would like to thank my lovely wife for stepping in and grabbing the reins of Ink ’n’ Pink in my absence and allowing the show go on. Also, big thanks are in order to Dave, Renee, Michelle, Pugsley and the rest of the staff at Mystic Gentlemen’s Club for being so goddammed easy to work with that even a curveball such as this didn’t interfere with the last two rounds of Ink ’n’ Pink’s qualifiers. Thanks are also in order to the Commander-In-Chief here at Exotic for allowing me the flexibility to try and hang on to my duties here at the mag in spite of my obviously impaired ability. Finally, much love to the gang at the Pallas Club for holding it together in my absence and showing so much support.

I will be making two appearances this month before I go off the radar for about six weeks. The first will be the Ink ’n’ Pink 7 Deadly Sins Finale at Dante’s on Saturday, July 2nd where we will crown our next tattooed queen. While I won’t be able to be as active in my involvement with the event as usual, it will be my pleasure to actually be able to watch one of my events with all of you rather than spend the entire evening running around the club like a chicken with my head cut off. The following week, I will be attending an event that is a perfect example of how amazing some of my friends in this industry truly can be. On Thursday, July 7th, Rocket, Lady Stockholm, Paris and a host of PDX’s erotic finest will be putting on a benefit event at Dante’s for yours truly. They won’t tell me much more than that, but with friends like these, cancer doesn’t stand a chance in hell of ruining my day. Thank you for tolerating this rather “unusual” edition of Erotic City. I promise next month I’ll be back with scandalous tales of tax evasion, drunk driving, obstruction of justice, rape and sodomy (and yes, this all happened to one guy.) Fuck you cancer, I’m out.

JULY EVENTS
Sat 2 - Dante’s - Ink ’n’ Pink 7 Deadly Sins - the final showdown featuring PDX’s 14 hottest tattooed entertainers competing for over $3,000 in cash & prizes, plus the cover of Erotic magazine with live music by Los Bastardos and Delaney & Paris
Mon 4 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Coney Island Hot Dog Eating Contest with cash prizes for winner
Wed 6 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Wimbledon Table Tennis Party with cash prizes for winner
Thu 7 - Dante’s - Benefit for John “Spooky X” Voge featuring a night full of feature entertainment by Portland’s top
the Pallas Club for holding it together in my absence and showing Exotic with that even a curveball such as this didn’t interfere with the last round with a two-week intermission in hopes that my hospital loop until the end of August.

You find out a lot about yourself and the people you share your life with when shit like this happens. I was surprised as hell about that’s right, the rumors you may have heard are true. Strange that doesn’t really work on any schedule but its own. It kicked my ass driving, obstruction of justice, rape and sodomy (and yes, this all happened to one guy.) Fuck you cancer, I’m out.

There are many beautiful vaginas out there, but only one can... like our previous editor Viva Las Vegas, I have every intention of being a night full of feature entertainment by Portland’s top exotic entertainers. Thanks are also in order to

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Bikini Carwash from 2pm-6pm
Taboo Video (Vancouver) - Saturday in the Park at Esther Short Park

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - 15th Anniversary Party

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Stripper Spelling Bee with strip-pers spelling for the chance to win $250

Fri 8 - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Super Dave’s Birthday Bash
Sat 9 - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Bikini Carwash from 2pm-6pm
Taboo Video (Vancouver) - Saturday in the Park at Esther Short Park

Tue 12 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Porn star Diana Doll

Thu 15 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Porn star Diana Doll

Fri 19 - Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Porn star Diana Doll

Sat 23 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Rock & Roll Fist Fights with live music & kickboxing exhibition
Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Bikini Carwash from 2pm - 6pm
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Live music with the Northwest’s hottest female AC/DC tribute “AC/DC”
Doc’s - Worst Tattoo Contest sponsored by Raven Ink with big $ gift certificates & exciting prizes

Wed 20 - Club 205 - Covergirl Dance Contest
Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Mad Hatter Hat Contest with cash prize for the best hat

Fri 22 - Pallas Club - Friday Feature Night presents A Fetish Fantasy with Orchard & Friends with free porn giveaways, sexy clothing auctions & naughty naked Twister
Ted’s (formerly Berbati’s) - Miss Kennedy’s Cabaret featuring burlesque by Charlotte Teuse & Bayou Betty, plus belly dancing by Gretchen Dance and Portland’s favorite contortionist Blaze
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Voodoo Tiki Party with pig roast & live music by Solidity

Sat 29 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Latex & fetish model Rubber Doll

Sat 30 - Stars Cabaret (Bend) - Latex & fetish model Rubber Doll

WEEKLY EVENTS

MONDAYS

Delvils Point - Fire & Burlesque Night
Stars Cabaret (Salem, Bridgeport) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm
Glimmers - $1 taxi dances

TUESDAYS

Lucky Devil Lounge - Tiny Tuesdays with your host 3’6” Nik Sin & Portland Pin-up of the Year Elle
Club 205 - Two-fer-Tuesdays with 2-girl shows
Heat - Authentic Mexican menu plus IPA draft specials
Shimmers - $1 taxi dances

WEDNESDAYS

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm
Delvils Point - 80s Night
Bottoms Up - Construction Worker Wednesdays with happy hour prices all day long with business card
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Ladies’ Night with rum & coke, margarita and beer specials for the ladies
Shimmers - 2-for-1 Lap Dances
Heat - Wild Wednesdays - drop in from 8pm ’til 10pm for wild beer specials

THURSDAYS

Boom Boom Room - The Boom Boom Burlesque Revue - hosted by 3’6” emcee Nik Sin with special feature acts Miss Berlin & Tana the Tattooed Lady, plus magic by Reed McClintock
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Extended happy hour & all-you-can-eat for $2
Devils Point - Rock ‘n’ Roll Thursdays
Heat - Double Trouble Thursdays with 2-girl shows & new Asian menu

FRIDAYS

Spice Gentlemen’s Club - $9.99 steak & lobster from 3pm-9pm
Mynt Gentlemen’s Club - $4.99 steak & shrimp from 3pm-9pm

SATURDAYS

The Golden Dragon - Wet T-shirt Contest every Saturday at midnight with cash prizes

SUNDAYS

Dante's - Sinferno Cabaret
Club Rouge - Join us every Sunday for an Absolut Party with special prices on all Absolut flavors plus Absolut gear giveaways
Pallas Club - Free pool all day & night
Devils Point - World Famous Stripparaoke!
Bottoms Up - Sunday S.I.N. - Happy hour prices all day with OLCC card
Glimmers - 2-for-1 Lap Dances
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I’ve heard numerous strip club-specific vocabulary terms in my time as a dancer, so I thought I’d share a few of my favorites with you. You may already recognize some of them, but I bet you’ll learn a thing or two. Enjoy!

86’d: When a customer (or dancer) is banned from ever stepping foot in the club again due to multiple displays of unacceptable behavior, or one truly heinous act.

Boner Killer:
1. A song that kills the sexy mood in the club. For example, playing music such as Jewel, Tori Amos, Sarah McLachlan, Death Cab for Cutie, Elliott Smith or any song that is emo or overtly depressing (especially on a busy weekend night shift).
2. Any act that kills the sexy vibe between a dancer and a customer. For example, when a dancer belches, smacks her gum or checks her text messages during a private dance (unless, of course, you are into that). Used in a sentence: Oh my god, she had such a fine ass, but that girl’s rank breath was such a boner killer.

IBTC: An acronym for “Itty Bitty Titty Committee.” Used in a sentence: I’m gonna go check out Tiny Tuesdays at Lucky Devil Lounge, because you know I’m a fan of the IBTC.

Porky Piggin’: When a dancer is out on the open floor area of the club wearing a top but no bottoms. Most clubs have strict rules that do not allow dancers to be fully or partially nude when they are off the stage or out of the private dance area.

ATF: An acronym for “all-time favorite,” most often used by a regular strip club patron to describe the dancer he regularly comes to the club to see. Used in a sentence: All the dancers there are pretty cool, but Honey is my ATF.

Cock Block: When a dancer prevents a co-worker from making money by constantly following her around the club or sitting with her. Used in a sentence: Candy is a sweet girl and I like talking to her, but I gotta make rent tonight and she keeps cock blocking me!

Sharking: When a stripper actively tries to attract another stripper’s current customer in an attempt to divert his attention. For example, joining a conversation in progress between another stripper and a customer when uninvited, or sitting at another stripper’s stage and trying to talk to the customers who are already there watching. Sharking is considered extremely rude and goes against the stripping general code of conduct. Used in a sentence: I told her once to quit sharking my customers tonight, if she does it again she’s gonna get a black eye.

Make It Rain: The act of throwing large sums of money up into the air over a dancer while she is entertaining on stage. Sadly, this rarely happens here in Portland (although we do get guys who think that dramatically flailing ten one dollar bills into the air is “making it rain” but that’s really more like “making it drizzle”). This phrase was made famous thanks in part to rapper Fat Joe’s song (featuring Lil Wayne) Make It Rain on ‘Em, released in 2006. If you’d like a tutorial on how to properly make it rain, I suggest you watch the music video. Puff Daddy and Lil Wayne will show you how it’s done.

Fishing: The act of waving a bill in the air while seated at the rack in an attempt to get the stripper to pay more attention to you. Unless it is a large bill (Hamilton, Jackson, Grant or Franklin) this ridiculous act is frowned upon. Used in a sentence: That idiot dude was fishing with a dollar bill and he wondered why I ignored him.

Stripter: An exotic dancer who has gotten into the industry solely for the street credibility or shock value of being able to say she is a stripper. A stripster usually has another job (or a rich mommy and daddy) and strips only as a hobby or for “extra money”. Strippers often have a pronounced obsession with learning new pole tricks or discussing the social stigma of being a stripper.

When introduced to new people outside of the club, “I’m a stripper” is one of the first things to come out of their mouths. They can frequently be found hanging out at the club on nights when they are not scheduled to work. Strippers are resented by dancers who are in the industry to pay their bills.

Barbie: A stripper with the combination of long bleach blonde hair, a deep tan (even in the dead of winter) breast implants and a pronounced lack of brain cells.

Prancer: Reference to a stripper who doesn’t actually dance, but instead lazily walks/rolls around onstage shaking and/or spreading various areas of her anatomy. Used in a sentence: She’s so boring on stage, she’s more of a prancer than a dancer.

Venus Fly Trap: When a customer repeatedly tries to put the squeeze on you with his knees while you are giving him private dances.

Bleed week: The week when the periods of all the dancers at the club are in sync. Women secrete pheromones in a manner similar to sweating. The pheromones from one woman become airborne and drift toward other women in the vicinity. Receptors in the nose detect the pheromones and the second woman responds by shortening or lengthening her menstrual period. Over time, the periods of all the women living or working together synchronize in this way. During “bleed week,” feminine hygiene products are in short supply, the dressing room bathroom door is always closed and the male employees in the club are afraid for their lives. Used in a sentence: You have to cover my DJ shift tonight because I worked bleed week last month.

Power Hour: The last hour that the club is open, during which the club is usually the busiest and dancers tend to make the most money.

Read Rocket’s blog They call me Rocket online at RocketIsRad.com.
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car feature and centerfold poster in it. Another girl who'd never modeled before got a seven page newbie model. A girl that had never modeled before in her life. Plus, we have a lot of tricks we use to relax people if they are a little nervous. How do you make your subjects feel at ease in order to get the results you want?

It seems that now that they have, finally! I was always shooting documentation of it (hoping that people would see it as such). Now it seems to be viewed as art and that is what I've been trying to bring forth in my work. It's no secret that their feminine spirit in the depths and perimeters of my genre and become a force of the erotic photography.

I believe strongly in female empowerment and I try and bring that into all of my work. Her unique style is eye-catching and encapsulates the greatest imagery. It's no secret that their feminine spirit in the depths and perimeters of my genre and become a force of the erotic photography.

I think it's trying to be reckoned with—a true artist whose passion for her craft shows in every project, be it a magazine or a fine art piece. Sanaz and Billy Idol (just to name a few) are your thoughts on photographing women with tattoos?

Justice Howard as she was working on her new project, Ink 'n' Pink 7 Deadly Sins. This shit is pretty amazing. The plethora of celebrities she's worked with comes to mind. The guest list for a swanky Hollywood party: Waylon Jennings, Dick Dale, Dave Navarro, Clive Barker, Siegfried and Roy, Marilyn Manson, Ministry, Metallica... We're talking about gurus who are on a whole upper echelon of technical expertise. I learned digital from the best. It's easy to learn photography, but to master the craft and gain the knowledge it takes to be badass is much harder. It takes much more effort. I can look at someone's photos and see glaring mistakes or see that they don't know lighting techniques or see that they don't understand exposure. It's so obvious when you see a mix-up. You would think people would go the extra mile to get it right. I can tell when someone is just winging it. It's much harder. It takes much more effort. I can look at someone's photos and see glaring mistakes or see that they don't know lighting techniques or see that they don't understand exposure. It's so obvious when you see a mix-up. You would think people would go the extra mile to get it right. I can tell when someone is just winging it.

I believe strongly in female empowerment and I try and bring that into all of my work. Her unique style is eye-catching and encapsulates the greatest imagery. It's no secret that their feminine spirit in the depths and perimeters of my genre and become a force of the erotic photography.

Justice Howard as she was working on her new project, Ink 'n' Pink 7 Deadly Sins. This shit is pretty amazing. The plethora of celebrities she's worked with comes to mind. The guest list for a swanky Hollywood party: Waylon Jennings, Dick Dale, Dave Navarro, Clive Barker, Siegfried and Roy, Marilyn Manson, Ministry, Metallica... We're talking about gurus who are on a whole upper echelon of technical expertise. I learned digital from the best. It's easy to learn photography, but to master the craft and gain the knowledge it takes to be badass is much harder. It takes much more effort. I can look at someone's photos and see glaring mistakes or see that they don't know lighting techniques or see that they don't understand exposure. It's so obvious when you see a mix-up. You would think people would go the extra mile to get it right. I can tell when someone is just winging it.
Here at Exotic, we’ve had our minds on beautiful tattooed women since the start of this year’s Ink ‘n’ Pink 7 Deadly Sins competition. When I think of gorgeous inked women, the work of Los Angeles-based photographer Justice Howard immediately comes to mind. The plethora of celebrities she’s worked with reads like the guest list for a swanky Hollywood party: Waylon Jennings, Dick Dale, Dave Navarro, Clive Barker, Seigfried and Roy, Marilyn Manson, Ministry, Metal Sanaz and Billy Idol (just to name a few); and her work has been featured in magazines worldwide including Playboy, Cosmopolitan, Life, French Vogue, Juxtapoz and Heavy Metal (and that’s just the short list). Yet, she’s perhaps best known for her striking photos of women. This dame has a raw talent for capturing the beauty and vitality of her muses.

I met Justice Howard on a trip to LA early this year. Upon shaking her hand that sunny afternoon, I could tell she was the real deal. Her enigmatic, sexy, yet tough-as-nails personality shines through in all of her work. Her unique style is eye-catching and fun. Each frame explodes in a kaleidoscopic orgasm of color. She has a knack for making her subjects (who are lovely to begin with) appear almost otherworldly, like the women of your dreams. In her years behind the lens, she’s worked hard to rise through the ranks of the erotic photography genre and become a highly-regarded force to be reckoned with—a true artist whose passion for her craft shows in every photo. I caught up with Justice Howard as she was working on her new project, Spattergasm art magazine.

**What is your favorite thing about photographing women?**

I think it’s trying to encapsulate the greatest depths and parameters of their feminine spirit in the imagery. It’s no secret that I believe strongly in female empowerment and I try and bring that to the forefront in the images of all my gorgeous femalians!

**You’ve seen society’s standards of feminine beauty change over the years and you’ve documented it in your work. What are your thoughts on photographing women with tattoos?**

Yes, I have seen it change and I’d like to think that I had a hand in changing it. I was shooting tattooed women ten years ago when it was not seen as art, but as a stigma. Now it seems to be viewed as art and that is what I’ve been trying to bring forth in my documentation of it (hoping that people would see it as such). It seems that now that they have, finally! I was always shooting women who were fierce. Now, fierce is ready for the mainstream.

**How do you make your subjects feel at ease in order to get the results you want?**

I make the shoot all about fun, so usually the gals are having such a good time that they don’t have time to be nervous. Plus, we have a lot of tricks we use to relax people if they are a newbie model. A girl that had never modeled before in her life got the cover of my Motorgirl calendar and her own month inside of it. Another girl who’d never modeled before got a seven page car feature and centerfold poster in Rebel Rodz. This shit is pretty much unheard of!

You are a master of self-promotion and you seem to have a lot of focus. Where do you get your personal drive for success?

Well thanks, Miss Rocket, I’ll take that as a compliment! I had a manager tell me once “your art does no good sitting in a drawer” so I just do my best to get it out there. I post frequently on multiple sites to have my work seen. It’s all about having it out there in the world. I don’t like to leave it sitting in a drawer or on a hard drive.

**You are old-school when it comes to your experience behind the lens (mad props)! You’ve been in the business since before the age of digital photography. How do you think this has helped you master your craft?**

You locked it. Learning that way did help me master the craft. I mastered it when I developed all my own negatives in the darkroom, which is something that really teaches you about light. When digital came along, that was a huge learning curve. I had great teachers, one of whom is writing a book on color management in Photoshop. I’m talking about gurus who are on a whole upper echelon of technical expertise. I learned digital from the best. It’s easy to be a GWC (guy with camera) who gets a business card printed, but to master the craft and gain the knowledge it takes to be badass is much harder. It takes much more effort. I can look at someone’s photos and see glaring mistakes or see that they don’t know lighting techniques at all. It’s so obvious. Some of the stuff I’ve seen lately has actually been laughable. A while ago I had this chick who wanted to assist me. She’d just graduated from Pasadena Art College. We are talking about four years of education (at close to $40k per year) to learn photography. That’s $160,000 worth of ‘learnin’. She was assisting me while I was shooting actress Sybil Danning. I asked her to set up 1940s Hollywood glamour lighting for black and white photos. This is ridiculously easy and highly basic (unless you want to use fills)—it’s really just one light. She couldn’t do it. She had no clue! She was asking me how to do it and I was mortified. I thought, wait, you just paid $160k to learn photography and you don’t know how to do one of the most basic lighting set-ups ever? Then she wanted me to pay her. Ridiculous. I guess who was not working with me on the next shoot?

**What can we expect to see from you in the future?**

I’m planning on doing an Oregon trip. I’m available to shoot pics of the dancers or anyone who wants them. I have an event in Las Vegas in October and I’m thinking of doing an Oregon event in November. If anyone is interested, please go to the website DivaDollart.com to sign up for it. A $50 deposit hooks you in for a slot. We promise you the best pics you’ll ever have.

Check out all of my links to see the work: JusticeHoward.com (personal photo website) DivaDollart.com (my photo event website) Spattergasm.com (my new art magazine)
The consensus is in: The Stripper Survival Guide will be put on hold for at least a month until I am able to, as one dancer requested, “put my tip-out where my mouth is.” Although I have drank nude in the presence of strangers on many occasions, it has never been for money. I’m only a “stripper” in the sense that I don’t consider pot to be a drug and should probably be on better terms with my dad. Therefore, I will be “writing something I have two shits’ experience in,” and providing the following rare one-time only public service:

ESTABLISH A CLEAR CAREER OBJECTIVE

In order to become “successful” in any given career field, one must first establish a clear understanding of how “success” is defined. With many vocations there exists a clear-cut, measurable set of achievement(s) that are typically indicative of career-specific excellence. A prostitute, for instance, may use a standard dicks-sucked-to-dollars-made ratio to determine how well her business is doing. More dollars for fewer dicks means a greater level of success than handing out two-for-ones in the Planned Parenthood parking lot to avoid pimp slaps. However, some whores may find deeper value in performing meaningful, thought-provoking curbside fellatio that reflects a more complex set of artistic and career-defined skills. These particular prosties may even go so far as to disobey their pimps, perhaps focusing on a freelance career and eventually running a sex ring of their own. The degree to which a hooker finds happiness in her chosen career field is proportionate to the manner in which she defines success.

Now, if musicians out there are finding themselves completely lost or confused by the prior analogy, put down the guitar and let the studio engineer go. The lesson here has nothing to do with finding one’s muse and adapting to a strategically-planned set of idioms by which to live in order to achieve success. That’s the stuff romance novels are made of. Rather, my point has little to do with metaphor and a lot to do with brash, raw truth: career musicians are whores. Period. Whether or not you accept your role as a bitch to a handful of major-label pimps or are still diluted with delusions of artistic grandeur, living under the assumption that your hour-long contribution to Pedalpalooza will be remembered by anyone other than the sound tech whose pre-amp you blew, is entirely your call. Regardless, the minute you make your first nickel off of your musical craft, you sell out. From this point forward, it’s all a matter of how many dicks you suck, who they belong to, the people involved in keeping your throat attractive to the 18-to-35 demographic and how much money you make in the process.

Lesson 1: Aim Less for Jimi Hendrix, More for Heidi Fleiss.

QUIT YOUR DAY JOB

No really, stop going to work. If there is anything more irritating than a drummer who can’t make practice because he can’t find a hipster to cover his shift at the record store, it’s the hipster working at the record store who swears his band would have made it big had he not missed practice that one time. The days of getting discovered are over, simple and blunt. Not only has everything been done a thousand times over (thus reducing the likeliness of Russell Simmons offering you a deal after hearing your freestyle about whether or not he should choose paper or plastic), but with access comes oversaturation and one must remember that YouTube and Reverbnation did not exist in the time of Ed Sullivan. When young Negro jazz singers were “discovered” by entrepreneurial white record producers in the early days of broadcast exploitation, the term was quite literal and does not lend comparison to the phenomenon of Tosh.0 “discovering” Rebecca Black. On the off chance that your iTune catches the ear of a decent-hearted record executive who is willing to put you on fifth stage at Warped Tour, your guarantee will most likely consist of drink tickets and access to an airport motel (hardly enough to justify putting in your two weeks at Everyday Music). Waiting for an “economically feasible” time to quit your job means playing Powerball twice weekly and eating enough vitamins to outlive the statistical two centuries it would take to win.

A lot of you may be wondering how a self-proclaimed musician/producer/etc. who works eight days a week gets off spouting the quit-work, make-music rhetoric. The answer is simple and those of you students who are paying attention will notice that it was given in the previous lesson: I’m a complete whore. When I’m not working as a DJ, shamelessly spinning tracks from artists I produce, work for or perform with, I pimp smaller acts out to local venues and skin rags (often in exchange for more monetary compensation than anyone else involved comes close to earning). Most of us career music folk would rather watch our first-born child drown while being violently sodomized by a rabid manatee than contribute to society from behind a desk, let alone a name tag. The last time I pissed in a cup, it was while driving and only because I missed a rest stop. Yes, career musicians are allowed to get paid for things they do, and sure, this often comes in the form of clocking in to receive a paycheck but if speakers, stages, lights and ladies aren’t
involved, then you’re doing it wrong. **Lesson 2: It’s Not Panhandling if You Have a Guitar.**

**PAY DUES, NOT PROMOTERS**

Anyone with a stage name and a Facebook account knows how easy it is to fall into the “jump on my mixtape and/or show for the price of an Xbox and be exposed to thousands of other suckers who fell for the same shit” trap. With all due respect to the people running these hustles (there is some pop phrase out there about hating games and not players, but the pinball enthusiast in me refuses to utter it), shelling out cash to have your under-produced white rap featured on a mixtape hosted by Skee-Lo is not the first step toward platinum sales, nor is paying to perform at a show in front of the same two dozen people who also paid to be on the bill. Sure, not every gig pays cash per say, but you should at least connect the dots between your performance and your wallet before your band jumps on a Tuesday night bill at Rock N’ Roll Pizza. 

Do not confuse pay-to-play with legitimate opportunity or trade. This August, my talentless bad self will have the fortune of performing alongside some big names in the hip-hop scene (interview with DJ Swamp coming next month to these pages, big ups to the Barroom Heroes for the hookup), and you can bet your glutes I’m receiving roughly zero percent of what the Pharcyde or Del is taking home. This is because sharing a two-point font below either of these acts on a poster, let alone a microphone, is worth enough social capital to land me a few album sales or quality gigs. You should expect to perform a few “free” gigs on your own time and gas dollar, but you should never pay a promoter or booking agent to get you on a bill, nor should you expect that your album won’t go gold just because you bombed in front of five-thousand people at the Pharcyde show.

**Lesson 3: Only suck dick for free if you can sell the sex tape.**

**AVOID PIGGYBACKING**

Hip hop group Atmosphere cites influence from Tom Waits and John Coltrane. Ministry’s Al Jorgenson, supposed “godfather of industrial rock,” listens to virtually nothing but country music (he actually insists on playing it between opening acts at Ministry concerts). To be influenced by something does not mean that one necessarily draw upon such influence for purposes of replication, otherwise alcoholics would all run successful breweries and I would have a few estranged sixteen-year-old daughters. When imitation is mistaken for influence, horrible things happen. Take for instance the niche-genre. Whenever random acts of artistic misfire, say, insane clowns, slip through the cracks of Darwin’s floodgates, miracles happen (in more ways than one). However, one cannot reproduce the double-rainbow, nor is reproducing someone else’s one-time gimmick going to make you any more famous than your existing mug shot. The rip-it-off-and-run-with-it phenomenon is not limited to Caucasian croppers and Weird AI wannabes. In fact, established and respected genres are far more likely targets of laughable imitation than lowball cult markets, rock music being the pinnacle of mediocrity. If Led Zeppelin was ripped off rehashed blues riffs forty years ago, your band has a slim chance of ripping off Zeppelin and making it sound any better than the last fifteen fatneck bands to grace your dorm’s stereo.

On the flipside, contrary to what you keep telling yourself, your band can be classified and your sound is not hard to describe. Okay, an exception is made for the few rare musicians who create something new, which happens most often by accident, but I’m talking kittens-strapped-to-a-6-cylinder-and-run-through-an-FX-processor type shit. If your band has ever been reviewed by Pitchfork, it can be classified as formulaic indie rock and differentiated from the herd only by associating it with the Radiohead album it most resembles. Your revolutionary 70/140bp DJ mixes are called dubstep, and the entire East Coast is already sick of it. The worst offense of this variety occurs in the needlessly expansive genre of metal, and although I’m educated enough to know that Bad Brains isn’t “black metal,” anyone that can distinguish Bothemath and Dukkerbreth as two unique musical acts that hail from explicitly oppositional Swedish cities is not only preparing an all-caps letter to my editor right now, but if they hadn’t skipped high school English to join a Slayer tribute band, they would realize both band names are made-up.

**Lesson 4: Quit ripping off musicians who fail at being original.**

**LEARN HOW TO BREAK THE RULES**

The only reason a no-name DJ-slash-white-rapper-slash-punk-“singer” such as myself has any merit in the subject of being a rock star from Mars is because, through minimal effort, I have landed an undeserving amount of recognition, exposure and, yes, play by following the simple rules laid out in this article thus far. One of my more successful polished turds was a categorically defined “date rap” group fronted by a guy who went by Wombstretcha the Magnificent. Talent, originality, social relevance and musical ability were completely absent in any microphone or mixer we ever touched, yet our bad idea was able to get farther than pretty much any other pseudo-rape-joke that I can think of (save for that one scene in Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves). If you type the word “wombs” into Google, autocomplete suggests “wombstretcha” first. “Wombs” itself pops up second. After a national touring act cancelled the infamous Gathering of the Juggalos, Psychopathic Records offered us a prime spot. To top it all off, according to Breast Friends, Wombstretcha the Magnificent has donated more money to breast cancer research than any other band in Portland (choke on that, Decemberists).

Our secret to success was simple: complete and utter disregard for convention, obligation, responsibility, and above all, integrity. The Google thing? Yeah, that’s a result of high-tech office firms hiring geeks who enjoy trolling the Fortune 500 companies they work for, and such geeks being open to suggestion from other geeks (like us). Psychopathic Records? It turns out that the webmaster who runs their website has such a distaste for their fans that an April Fool’s joke (in which JuggaloNews was turned into WombstretchaNews) was left up for a month just to see how much hate mail the server could generate (thus leading to someone from the actual record company WTF-ing the LOL and being told that we had “bought out” the website). And as much as we are all for curing cancer (especially the kind that damages titties), an additional two-hundred dollars raised in the Wombstretcha Loves Wombs tax write-off spree of 2009 was donated to Planned Parenthood for, shall we say, “personal” expenses. The bottom line is as clear as the venues your band will play until you learn it: the only musicians that have ever achieved success through talent, hard work and dedication are dead. In order to make it as an independent artist, you have to find a way to carve out your own circle of hell before building a path and attracting followers. Play to the lowest common denominator. If someone wants you to switch up your style, do so for a fee. Most importantly, let your music take over your personal life to such an extent that it destroys your lungs, liver and love life. This is your only hope for ever producing a product that appeals to anyone other than your dealer, bartender or girlfriend.

**Lesson 5: Work smarter, not harder.**
To Rock Your World!
Because Briquette Wants
Bring Your Fireworks,
Crave The Girl.
Respect The Colors.

FROLICS IS YOUR
ONE-STOP ADULT SHOP!

NEW DANCEWEAR,
Newly Added Every Day!
LINGERIE AND SHOES,
FOR MORE INFO:
CALL/TEXT 503-883-1931
HIRING DANCERS
NEW DVDS STARTING AT ONLY $5!
24/7 ATM

AND OVER 1,000 ARCADE CHANNELS!
ROOMS WITH BIG SCREEN HD TVS
STATE-OF-THE-ART PREVIEW
CHECK OUT OUR BRAND NEW,
SUPERSTORE
SUMMER TERM HAS JUST STARTED! COME STUDY HARD AT PORTLAND FRAT HOUSE!

NEWEST UPSCALE 18 & OVER CLUB IN THE AREA!

PORTLAND FRAT HOUSE

HUGE STAGE W/ 12' POLES
COMFY COUCHES
WIDE VARIETY OF NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS
LAP DANCES
STAGE SHOWS
PRIVATE SHOWS

AUDITIONS DAILY!

FEATURING KANDI, ALYSSA & TRIXIE

THURSDAY ALL DRINKS HALF PRICE!

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 7PM-4AM - CLOSED TUESDAYS. EVEN OUR DANCERS NEED A STUDY BREAK!
818 SW 1ST AVE. • DOWNTOWN PORTLAND • 503.454.6752
(RIGHT NEXT TO RON JEREMY’S CLUB SESSO)
SALEM

ADULT SHOP
155 Lancaster Dr SE / (503) 585-8288
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3113 River Rd / (503) 390-4371
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
10am - Midnight / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
2410 Mission St SE / (503) 763-3556
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

BOB’S ADULT BOOKS
3815 State St / (503) 363-3846
Adult Books, Videos, GIF Ch. Arcade and Mini-theatre
9am - 2am / 7 Days

CHEETAHS EXOTIC ADVENTURE
3433 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 385-1976
18+ Juice Bar, Full Menu
Sun-Thur 7pm-2am, Fri-Sat 7pm-4am

EVE’S BOUTIQUE
5350 Commercial St SE / (503) 763-6754
Videos, Magazines, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

EVE’S BOUTIQUE
3590 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 385-8111
Lingerie, Clothing, Books, Gifts, Novelties
Mon - Thurs 9am-12am, Fri - Sat 9am-2am

THE FIREHOUSE
5782 Portland Rd NE / (503) 393-4782
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery
11am - 2am / 7 Days

HARD CANDY
940 Commercial St NE / (503) 365-2802
Full Bar, Full Menu, 2 Stages
Mon - Sat Noon - 2:30am, Sun 4pm - 2:30am

PRESLEY’S PLAYHOUSE
3803 Commercial St SE / (503) 379-1565
Full Bar, Full Menu, Light-Up Dance Floor And Pole Sun - Thurs 2pm - 2:30am, Fri - Sat 2pm - 4am

COOS BAY
BACHELOR’S INN
63721 Edwards Rd / (541) 266-8827
1 Stage, Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon - Sat 9pm - 2am, Sun 6pm - 2am

CORVALLIS
ADULT SHOP
235 9th St NW / (541) 754-7039
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
10am - 2am / 7 Days

EUGENE
ADULT SHOP
290 River Rd / (541) 688-5411
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
720 Garfield St / (541) 345-2873
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
Mon - Thurs 8am - 12am, Fri - Sat 24 Hours

B&B DISTRIBUTORS
710 W 6th Ave / (541) 683-8999
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room (Watch Or Be Watched!)
24 Hours / 7 Days

IMAGINE THAT
2727 Willamette / (541) 767-8161
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Lotions & Creams
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE MILE
1050 Highway 99 / (541) 688-1869
Bar, Food, Dancers
Mon - Sun 10am - 2am, Sun 3pm-12am

SILVER DOLLAR CLUB
2620 W 10th Pl / (541) 485-2303
Beer & Wine, Food, Dancers W/ 3 Stages
Mon - Sat 11am - 2:30am, Sun 6pm - 2:30am

GERVAIS
LAST CHANCE SALOON
12157 Portland Rd / (503) 792-5100
Beer, Wine, Lottery W/ 1 Stages
Sun - Thu Noon - Midnight, Fri - Sat Noon - 2:30am

KLAMATH FALLS
THE ALIUD
5711 S 6th St / (541) 882-0145
1 Stage, Beer and Wine, Lottery
Mon-Sat 7pm-2am, Sun 3pm - Midnight

LINCOLN CITY
IMAGINE THAT II
2159 NW Highway 101, Suite C / (541) 996-6000
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelty Gifts
Sun - Thu 10am - 10pm, Fri - Sat 10am-midnight

MEDFORD
ADULT LAND
2755 South Pacific Highway / (541) 770-5493
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
Mon - Thu 9am - 10pm, Fri & Sat 10am - Mid- Sundays 10am - 9pm

ADULT SHOP
261 Barnett Rd / (541) 772-5220
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3340 North Pacific Highway / (541) 776-9964
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
Mon - Thu 10am - 9pm, Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm, Closed on Sundays

CASTLE MEGASTORE
1113 Progress Dr / (541) 608-9540
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Clothes
Mon - Sat 9am - 6pm / 7 Days

THE RIVERBEND
1 South Riverside / (541) 772-4079
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery
Mon - Fri Noon - 2am, Sat & Sun 2pm - 2am

NEWPORT
SPICE VIDEO
611 SW Coast Highway / (541) 574-9696
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Channel Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE FAN
413 SW Glacier Ave / (541) 548-4441
2 Stages, Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery, Pool
Sun - Mon 3pm - Midnight, Tues - Sat 3pm - 2am

RICE HILL
ADULT SHOP
45 Miles South Of Eugene (Rice Hill Exit #148 OR I-5)
726 John Long Rd / (541) 849-3344
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ROSEBURG
FILLED WITH FUN
2496 Old Highway 99E S / (541) 957-3741
Novelties, Videos, Rentals, Arcade, Toys, Magazines
Mon - Sat 9am - Midnight, Sun Noon - Midnight

SPRINGFIELD
B & B ADULT VIDEO
2289 Olympic St / (541) 726-7317
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room
24 Hours / 7 Days

PHILL’S CLUBHOUSE
1195 Main St / (541) 741-0402
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery, Stages, Pool

SHAKERS BAR AND GRILL
1195 Main St / (541) 736-5177
Full Bar, Full Menu, Dancers, Noon - 2am Daily

SWEET ILLUSIONS
1836 South A St / (541) 762-1503
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery, Stages

THE DALLES
ADULT SHOP
3506 9th St / (541) 298-1874
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
8am - 2am / 7 Days

UMATILLA
THE RIVERSIDE
1501 6th St / (541) 922-4112
2 Stages, Full Bar, Lottery, Full Menu, Tue - Thu 4pm - 2:30am, Fri 11am - 2:30am, Sat & Sun Noon - 2:30am, Closed Mon

Adult Entertainment: 6pm - 2am

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE?
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE?

PHONE: 503.241.4317

FAX: 503.914.0439

EMAIL: info@xmag.com
Dear Sheena,

I really enjoy reading what you have to say in *Exotic*. You are so funny and real! This month something happened and I knew it was time to write to the queen of sex talk. This is my situation: I have this toy that I’ve had for about ten years. It’s my favorite toy. I can have multiple orgasms with it (and as many as I choose)—I love it! The other day I went to find it for some play time, but it was gone. I just know my boyfriend has hidden it. You see, I think he’s a bit jealous of it because we’ve used it to get me off during some pretty freaky sex sessions. He uses it on me willingly, but he also says stuff like “you haven’t been playing with your toy without me have you?” I always put it in the same place and occasionally during lunch break I come home and play with it a little. This time it was gone! How do I ask for it back? I have searched for a week so far and it’s only making me hornier. I have not mentioned it. I don’t want to make a big deal, but it is my fave! It’s also sort of embarrassing to be getting mad over it. What do you think? Keep up the great work. Hope you can help me!

Sincerely, Toleless and Clueless

Hey there Toyless and Clueless,

I really enjoyed this email and I am sure there are more women out there with a similar story. I’ll tell you one thing; if someone takes my toy, it causes serious orgasmic back up that is known to cause bitchesness beyond belief! So, this is the deal: You tell him, “I know you have it. Give it back now or I’m going to kill you!” Just kidding. Deep down inside, he just wants to hear your timid worried voice asking for it back! You could seduce it back from him by telling him that you really want to replay the freaky toy sessions you have had with him. I’m positive he will gladly give in. If he doesn’t, then it’s time to go toy shopping! Knowing what you like sexually is great and having a toy you vibe with is nothing to be embarrassed about. He just wants to know that his “tool” is just as important as your toy. However when you have friends like me, you don’t need to play those games! If you send me your address, I will mail you some toys from my sponsors, girl! Everyday there are newer, bigger, better and more exciting toys being released into the wild. Maybe its time for you and your man to stop by Taboo Video, together!

By the way, I’d love to know what type of toy lasts ten years and gives you multiple orgasms on demand. Please do tell. Any toy that’s still vibrating and satisfying you after that long it’s definitely worthy of Sheena to investigating it further! Please write me and tell me the name, make, and model number of this miracle device as soon as your boyfriend returns it. I wish you the best and thanks for writing me!

Sheena,

I need help. I am an oral addict! I love to eat pussy! I mean, LOVE it! I am an older black gentleman and I would rather lick it! I was going downtown before brothers would admit it. I’ve had a few girls tell me that they don’t like having a man go down on them and not follow it up with sex. But after convincing them to let me give it a go, they enjoy it and want it again and again. I think the difference is I am really passionate about it. If you do it because she wants you to and you don’t like doing it, then you aren’t gonna do it well. But, I love doing it and I’m not satisfied unless I can eat it. The soft lips, warm wetness, hot musky smell and that sweet sweet salty taste...mmm...mmm. Is there something wrong with me? Should I not be satisfied with only that? I love your Sex Talk.

Sincerely, Oral Addict

Dear Oral Addict,

I don’t think you have a problem at all. It sounds you have a talent. Admitting that you love to go down and have a firm understanding of what makes you happy puts you in high demand. There are still so many closet freaks that love to eat at the Y and never admit it around their buddies. There are some girls out there that will think it is absolutely great that all you want to do is eat it. There are girls out there that feel the same about performing oral sex on men. Being an oral addict is not so much a bad thing, as long as it’s clean where you are eating and your mate is equally turned on by this as you are. This means that you are not a selfish lover. I think I can speak for most women when I say there needs to be more men like you; men that love to go down south of the border and get their thrills by watching us get off. You’ve been diagnosed as being a very hot item. Please do continue eating at the Y!

Hi Oral Addict,

I have a very naughty foot fetish I would love to indulge in! How do I get my wife of six years to accept it? This is what I want: a hosiery-clad foot with super-sheer nylons that are very damp with her erotic foot sweat and ready to smother my naughty nose! I love sexy feet. I enjoy nicely painted toes enclosed in heels to torment and tease me. I want her to force me to sniff and taste her hot sweaty damp nylon clad toes. I get so turned on by the idea that I have to have it. How do I approach her without her thinking I’m crazy? Should I just call an escort service and not tell her? What do you think?

Thanks, Tasty Toe Fetish!

Hi, Tasty Toe Fetish! Foot fetishes are very popular. You don’t want to do anything you might regret, so don’t call an escort just yet. There is nothing more satisfying than to be able to live all your fantasies with the one you love. First, just gently try it next time you have sex with her. Don’t get all crazy with it and lick between her toes right away. This might make her uncomfortable. Start with a foot massage to test the waters. Then, buy her the items you mentioned and just go for it! I think that if you talk about it first, it will make her too apprehensive, whereas if you just treat it as if you’re just trying something new, she’ll probably just roll with it. Thanks for sharing and happy toe sniffing!

With summer in the air, it’s a new fun time to enjoy the hot nights. This can be when sexual creativity sky rockets! Feel free to write in your questions, comments, or concerns to sheena@pdxgirls.com. Thanks for all your emails, love and support! I enjoy each and every one of them! You can follow me at twitter.com/sheena_g to see what I’m up to next! Wishing you all hot sizzling summer sex!

All good things,
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THE LONGEST-RUNNING ADULT ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE IN THE U.S.

exotic
WWW.XMAG.COM UNCOVERING THE NORTHWEST SINCE 1993
YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR!

- ALWAYS IN THE RACKS BY THE 1ST
- PREMIUM PHOTOGRAPHY & GRAPHIC DESIGN INCLUDED
- HIGHEST QUALITY PRINTING ON THICK, PREMIUM PAPER
- EXCLUSIVE ON-LOCATION EVENTS INCREASING YOUR BUSINESS
- #1 INDUSTRY SOURCE FOR RECRUITING TALENT

THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING AVAILABLE IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

30,000 MAGAZINES (75,000 IN CIRCULATION) VERIFIABLE WITH RECEIPTS

WWW.XMAG.COM • 503.241.4317 • INFO@XMAG.COM
LUCKY DEVIL
LOTTERY - COCKTAILS - DANCERS - FINE FOOD - POKER

TINY TUESDAYS!

ALL DANCERS UNDER FIVE FEET
FEATURING DOMINO, MIMI, TUCKER, ELLE AND SPECIAL GUESTS
EXOTIC COVERGIRL PISTOLITA BEHIND THE BAR
HOSTED BY 3' 6" NIK SIN!

MIA MONDAYS 4TH OF JULY PARTY!
MONDAY, JULY 4TH
$15 - DANCERS - BBQ

WWW.LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE.COM
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS 18 AND OVER - EMAIL PICS AND AVAILABILITY TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE • 633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
GORGEOUS DANCERS • EXTENDED PRIVATE DANCE AREA • HEATED AND COVERED SMOKING PATIO • TWO MAJORE FIREPLACES • INCREDIBLE FOOD • SOCIAL GAMING LICENSE • TEXAS HOLD 'EM MON-SAT • POKER CARDS & CHIPS AVAILABLE • NEVER A COVER CHARGE
I have been contributing to *Exotic* for over a year now, with reviews of adult films and articles on subjects ranging from Satanism to the history of Portland’s organized crime. I’ve gone to a strip club at least once a week since I turned twenty-one. I’ve paid my rent and tuition by porn clerking at Fantasyland in Clackamas for the past three years. Yet, what people might not realize about me and may be surprised to learn is that, despite my association with the sex industry, I’m a proud and active member of the Republican Party. You may be wondering how somebody who is young, living in one of the most liberal sections of the nation and so ingrained in the sex industry can affiliate with a morally crusading behemoth like the Grand Old Party (GOP)? A question like this is evidence of how little is understood (on both the left and right) about American conservatism and how little it’s moral covering applies to how people live their lives.

...
constitutional rights. The LCR have gained some prominence in recent elections and have displayed what influence they have in the GOP. In 1992, the LCR did not give their official endorsement to George H.W. Bush after controversial remarks Pat Buchanan made about homosexuals and public morality during the keynote address at the Republican National Convention. In 1996, presidential candidate Bob Dole would only get their endorsement if he maintained policies against discrimination based on sexual orientation and funded AIDS research.

One of the biggest public supporters of the Log Cabin Republicans is also the most visible public figure associated with the new outlook of young members of the GOP. Meghan McCain (Face: 5 ½. Tits: 10) As the daughter of Arizona senator and 2008 presidential candidate John McCain, Meghan McCain has embodied the ideals of many Republicans of a generation who adapt their fundamentals for a changing era of new voters.

Another arena that’s expanding what it means to be Republican is William F. Buckley Jr’s weekly conservative journal National Review. The journal has a long history of defining and redefining what conservatism is and consistently exposes Republican ideology in unlikely places of the popular culture. For the past fourteen years, National Review has hailed one show on basic cable as being the catalyst for the new youth movement in the GOP: South Park. Yes, the show with an anthropomorphic piece of shit character, that is in fact, conservative. CBS News said “[South Park creators] Matt Stone and Trey Parker, are opposed to political correctness and are more likely to ridicule than observe the guidelines of the new (liberal) sensitivity”. Despite the fact that the show has been criticized by traditional conservatives and Matt Stone and Trey Parker have been reluctant to align the show with any political ideology, South Park has actually become an institution with progressive and young Republicans. The term “South Park Republican” has been adhered to some subsets of neo-traditional conservatives of the GOP. Right-wing blogger Andrew Sullivan coined the term in 2001 and stated that fans of the show’s ideology are “extremely skeptical of political correctness.” Remember the episode where Stan’s dad bought the Prius, or when the kids were sent to the Auschwitz-style tolerance camp? Not exactly in line with NPR-style rhetoric, was it? However, at the same time it’s also taken potshots on the traditional brand of morally crusading conservatism, (like the time Cartman turned into Glenn Beck while reading the morning announcements). South Park’s new brand of Conservatism has actually been a valued asset to some members of the GOP, repackaged to win over swing voters who would otherwise write off conservatism as not being in step with their personal values.

The new wave of young conservative voters are taking libertarian views on social issues and helping the GOP adapt to a new era. The bottom line is, the fundamentals of the Republican Party aren’t about moral policing or winning a nonexistent culture war. It’s about a smaller central government and individual liberty. That’s it. To me Conservatism holds me accountable for myself and not to a higher authority (whether it’s to a religious deity or an elected official). It seems many voters aged 18-30 choose to be liberal out of spite for the moral crusading associated with the Republican Party. But, that stereotype doesn’t apply to all Republicans and it shouldn’t. The GOP can

grown up with the internet and reality TV. McCain has been described as a conservative who’s liberal on social issues and has recognized that voters of her age group have more complex view on issues that affect the cultural climate of US. In her memoir of the 2008 campaign, Dirty Sexy Politics, McCain claims that the Republican Party has become too short-focused, stating that “Along with an ideological narrowness, an important PR battle is being lost.” McCain believes that the GOP has been too focused on wedge issues like gay marriage and abortion and has lost its fundamental ideals of individual liberty. McCain is one of the few Republicans to bridge the gap between liberal and conservative, not just on the Senate floor but on cable news. McCain has ventured away from Fox News to MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow Show where she stated that the goal of the GOP is to gain more members. She also says that Republicans can’t win votes if they don’t be a place for the socially conscious and for people who love strippers and porn. But that being said, I may love fuck-films, but there’s no movie that gives me chub a more than the conservative boner-fest that is Red Dawn. I will shamelessly admit that I shout “Wolverines!” in the sack when I’m pounding an Exotic covergirl (well, I wish) or spanking it to pictures of Ann Coulter (more accurate). Don’t say you’ve never thought of the weather girls on Fox News!
THURSDAY, JULY 7TH AT DANTE’S SW 3RD & BURNSIDE PORTLAND, OR

A BENEFIT FOR JOHN VOGE AKA SPOOKY X OF EXOTIC

FIRE! OIL WRESTLING! EXCESSIVE NUDITY!
DANCER VS. DANCER SHOWDOWN!
PLUS PERFORMANCES BY TOP PORTLAND EXOTIC DANCERS!

3PM - 2AM $10.00 DONATION AT THE DOOR 21 AND OVER
DANCERS WANTED
at Portland's Hottest Clubs
Call for shifts at Club 205 & Heat
Gentlemen’s Club.
No Agency Fees. (503) 619-5602

ROOSTER'S
DANCERS WANTED
No experience necessary. Easygoing
environment, $5 shift fees
and very flexible scheduling.
For auditions/booking (503) 289-1351

ALL-NEW BOOM BOOM ROOM!
New look! New sound! New feel!
Classy exotic dance club on upscale
SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality
dancers. Call (503) 919-8544
Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

STARS CABARET
1550 Weston Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

NEW ATTITUDE! NO DRAMA!
LOWER FEES!
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new
management and hiring top NW enter-
tainers for day, mid and evening shifts.
Please contact the club for schedule and
audition info at (503) 350-0968

CLUB ROUGE IS HIRING
PORTLAND'S TOP ENTERTAINERS
Drop-in auditions are 3pm-6pm Mon.-Fri.
Call the club for an appointment out-
tside those times (503) 268-7429

PIRATE'S COVE,
NICOLAI ST. CLUBHOUSE AND
RIVERSIDE CORRAL
Now hiring dancers for all shifts.
Pirate's Cove - auditions for 21+
Mon- Wed 3pm-6pm.
Call for audition (503) 288-7429

THE ALL-NEW STARS
CABARET BRIDGEPORT
is seeking professional entertainers
and staff! You have seen the rest,
now come work with the best!
Contact Claude @ 503-726-2403

DEVIL DANCER PROMOTIONS
Booking & Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly
delightful bodies.
Make more $$$ than God!
18+, no experience necessary.
Stage fee is only $1 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6610 now!
www.DevilDancer.com

DANCERS
Like to travel and earn lots of $$$?
Work at the only alcohol-serving adult
club in a 200-mile radius —
just a couple hours from Portland!
(541) 922-4112 or (541) 571-2800 or
RiversideThe@QwestOffice.net

THE PALLAS CLUB AND
DREAM ON SALON
are now hiring dancers 18 and over.
Call clubs or
Pallas - John (503) 816-4174
Dream On - Jersey (503) 428-1760
for scheduling

CABARET 1 & II
503 W. Burnside & 17544 SE Stark St.
Hiring girls 18 & over. Call (503) 525-4900
or (503) 252-3529 for auditions.

LUCKY DEVIL & DEVILS POINT
Sexy girls audition now at Lucky Devil
12 noon - 7pm or Call (503) 616-5495

ADULT FETISH MODELS

JOCKS * FEMALE RAIN DANCERS
* VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE * TOPS
* BIKinis * ALL GAY *
* FULL BLOWN CONTEMPORARY * DANCE TEAM
* MARINERS * PIRATES * GENDARMES
* COWBOYS * ARMY VETERANS *
*.constraints *
*check box on form*
CALL OR TEXT: 503-549-0406
Send Pics to: queenproteusbunny@gmail.com

Bunny Ranch
NOw HIRING DANCERS
IF YOU ARE OVER 18, OUTGOING, FRIENDLY AND WOULD LIKE TO MAKE LOTS OF MONEY, THEN GIVE MADAM SUZETTE A CALL TOLL-FREE 888-286-6922, THEN 775-246-9901.
WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE AND PROVIDE HOUSING. VISIT US AT www.BunnyRanch.com (YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ON TV)

Dream On Saloon
NOW HIRING DANCERS
18 & OVER
CALL CLUBS OR
PALLAS - JOHN 503-616-4174
DREAM ON - JERsey 503-428-1760
FOR SCHEDULING

Casa Diablo is the only strip club
from Portland to make
www.TUSCL.com's TOP 100 strip clubs
in North America list.
We are fun and drama free.
If you liked the movie
"Dusk 'Til Dawn," then you're going to love us!
Shift fee is only $1.
18+, no experience necessary.
Auditions every Fri. and Sat. @ 4pm.
503-222-6600 • www.CasaDiaBLO.com

ANNIE'S
UPPERTOWN TAVERN
ASTORIA, OREGON
Looking for entertainers!
Work on the beautiful
Oregon Coast!
With zero competition!
Open 4pm-2am Mon-Sat
503.325.1162

Lucky Devil & Devils Point
Sexy Girls Audition Now at Lucky Devil
12 noon - 7pm or Call (503) 616-5495

Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds
CLUB U.S.A.
Tumon Guam
The Hottest Adult Nightclub In Guam
This Is Paradise!
Attention Dancers
WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $450.00!
Relax On Beautiful
White Sand Beaches
Overlooking Crystal
Clear Ocean Waters!
FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
Call Today.....
Call Now!
1-671-688-5235
FREE ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE!
Guam's Club USA
Showclub Offers
Entertainers
The Opportunity Of
A Lifetime!
www.clubusaguam.com
E-Mail Us At pat@clubusaguam.com
1-671-688-5235
PMB 781 SUITE 101
1270 N. MARINE CORPS DR.
TAMUNING, GUAM U.S.A 96913-4331

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED
Enjoy A Nice Working Vacation In Paradise!
Airfare And Living Accommadations Provided For A 2 Or 3 Month Contract
Excellent Earning Opportunity!
$500 Weekly Salary + Drink And
Dance Commissions + Tips!
Guam's #1 In Adult Entertainment!
Must Be At Least 18 Years Of Age
Call Norman at 671-988-4465
(671) 646-9198
ClubFoxy@TeleGuam.net
www.ClubFoxy.us

Dream Girls
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
• LARGE MILITARY PRESENCE
• OVER 1 MILLION TOURISTS PER YEAR
• CLUB LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE
TOURIST ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT
DANCERS
• FREE ROUNDTRIP (CONDITIONS APPLY)
• HOUSING PROVIDED • WEEKLY SALARY
• DRINK & DANCE COMMISSIONS • PLUS TIPS!
• LIVE A LAVISH, TROPICAL LIFE WHILE EARNING
TOP $$$ ON THE U.S. TERRITORY OF GUAM!
CALL
671-688-3268 OR 671-727-6140
OR EMAIL
GUAMDREAMGIRLS@YAHOO.COM
WWW.MYSSPACE.COM/GUAMDREAMGIRLS

The Best Dancers
BOOKING DANCERS FOR 17 YEARS
FEMALE-OWNED DANCE AGENCY
DANCERS WANTED!
World's Best Known Agency
For Dancers Who Travel!
NOW HIRING
DANCERS FOR CLUBS IN:
Canada
Myrtle Beach
New Jersey
New Zealand
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Reno
Vegas
Ask Us About Lodging & Airfare
CALL JANET NOW!!! (604) 219-8577
APPLY NOW ONLINE WWW.THEBESTDANCERS.COM
OR EMAIL DANCE@TELUS.NET
HOW ABOUT TROPICAL GUAM?
Get Outta Town!
Vote for Cricket at the Ink ’n’ Pink Finals Saturday, July 2nd at Dante’s

“Portland’s Rock-N-Roll Strip Club”

DEVILS POINT

UPCOMING ROCK SHOWS

THURSDAY 07/07
WITCHBURN W/ ALABAMA BLACK SNAKE

SATURDAY 08/20
DRAG THE RIVER

5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513
OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT • WWW.DEVILOPTIENTBAR.COM

NOW HIRING TALENED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS • CALL OR TEXT (503) 615-5489 OR EMAIL PICS TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS’ SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ MYSOCPE.COM/DEVILSPONT & FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT
NOW HIRING FUN GIRLS: If you are over 18, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Sazette a call at 888-BUNNYRANCH. We will work around your schedule, provide housing and you don’t have to be on TV.
Union Jacks Club
938 E. Burnside • 503.236.1125
Open Mon-Thu 4pm-2:30am & Fri-Sun 3pm-2:30am
Alternative Friendly

For Special Arrangements For Bachelor Or Divorce Parties, Call 503.740.7141

Photo By Hypnox
Styling By Madi Guan

Auditions
Every Night 9-10pm • 503.740.7141

Full Menu • Full Bar • 2 Stages • Private Dances
Exclusively For Women 18 & Over

Carnaaval
MALE REVUE

330 SW 3RD AVE • 503-227-1527
(Located Downtown)

OPEN WEDNESDAY-SATURDAY • 8PM-3AM

18TH BIRTHDAY PARTIES & BACHELORETTE PARTIES

No Cover For Our Facebook Friends. facebook/carnaavalstripclub
Spyce
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
33 NW 2ND AVE • PORTLAND, OR 97209 • 503-243-4646
(LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 2ND AND COUCH) • MON-THU 6PM-2:30AM • FRI-SUN 3PM-2:30AM
Spyce Is Now Twice As Nice!
2 FLOORS • 3 BARS • 40 GIRLS • 1 CLUB
Fridays 3PM-9PM - $9.99 STEAK & LOBSTER
SpyceClub.com

Mynt
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
3390 NE SANDY BLVD • PORTLAND, OR 97209 • 503-208-2496
OPEN MONDAY-SUNDAY 3PM-2AM • NEWLY REMODELED & KEEPS GETTING BETTER!
Fridays 3PM-9PM - $4.99 STEAK & JUMBO SHRIMP
Free Parking/Free Valet On Weekends
Hardcore Happy Hour Every Day - Drink Specials 3PM-6PM
ClubMynt.com
PUSSYCATS' GUARANTEE
THE HOTTEST MODELS!
THE NAUGHTIEST SHOWS!
THE BEST PRICES!
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE PUSSYCATS!
NEW STRIPPER POLES IN EVERY LOCATION!

$40 FOR 30 MINUTES EVERY WEEKDAY AT BURNSIDE LOCATION FROM 6AM-4PM
$10 OFF 30-MINUTE HOUSE FEE ALL MONTH LONG AT FOSTER LOCATION

ARE YOU STAYING IN A DOWNTOWN HOTEL? PUSSYCATS OFFERS THE ONLY FULL MASTURBATION, FULL NUDITY, FULLY PRIVATE SHOW ROOMS IN DOWNTOWN PORTLAND!

CALL FOR INTERVIEWS
(503) 680-2337
We're Different!

- 25 DANCERS
  ON FRI. AND SAT. NIGHTS
- OPEN DAILY 11am to 2:30am
- 7 TOPLESS BARTENDERS

tokyo

REAL, LIVE
GIRL-ON-GIRL
SEX SHOWS

HALF OFF LUNCH
Save 50% on Burger & Fries Combo
(With Purchase of a Drink)

Only $3.99

www.CasaDiablo.com
2839 NW St. Helens Rd
Portland, OR 97210
(503) 222 - 6600

Expires June 30, 2011
Offer Valid 1 meal per person
No Cash Value / Must Present Coupon at Time of Purchase

503 - 222 - 6600
WWW.CASADIABLO.COM
2839 NW ST. HELENS RD., PORTLAND
Portland’s Premier
Totally Nude Bar!
First & Still The Best!

HOME OF THE COVERGIRLS!

2-FOR-TUESDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

HAWAIIAN SUMMER PARTY
BBQ AND DRINK SPECIALS
THURSDAY, JULY 7TH

Covergirl
Dance Contest
WEDNESDAY, JULY 20TH

HAPPY HOUR BLOWOUT
10:30AM - 5PM DAILY
IF OUR WELL DRINKS ARE REGULARLY $2.50,
IMAGINE OUR HAPPY HOUR PRICES!

Where Steamy Hot Girls Make Your Dreams Come True!

COME WATCH SEXY GIRLS DANCE ON
PORTLAND’S ONLY CAGE STAGE
AND HOOP STAGE

DANCER CAR WASH
FREE HAMBURGERS WITH EACH SCRUBBING
SATURDAY, JULY 16TH

AUTHENTIC MEXICAN MENU TUESDAYS
W/ IPA DRAFT SPECIAL

Wild Wednesdays
DROP IN WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
8PM-10PM FOR OUR FAMOUS BEER SPECIAL
YOU KNOW WHAT WE MEAN!

DOUBLE TROUBLE
THURSDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS & NEW ASIAN MENU

HAPPY HOUR
10:30AM - 6PM DAILY
REALLY UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! NO, REALLY!

www.Club205Live.com
9939 SE Stark St - Portland, OR 97216
503.256.0527 • 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily • No Cover

www.HeatGentlemen'sClub.com
12131 SE Holgate Blvd • Portland, OR 97266
503.762.2857 • 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily • No Cover

FEATURING ALL YOUR PARTY BUS AND LIMO NEEDS FROM ALL AMERICAN LIMOUSINE 503-956-2601
Diana Doll
July 13th
Bend
July 14th
Beaverton
July 15th
Salem
July 16th
Beaverton

Jenna

Rubber Doll
July 27th
Beaverton
July 28th
Salem
July 29th
Beaverton
July 30th
Bend

Ginger Lee
Anthony Weiner's Sexting Buddy
See Why Weiner Wanted These Buns!
August 4th
Bend
August 5th
Salem
August 6th
Bridgeport

Bridgeport
17939 SW MCEWAN RD. - 97224
503.726.2403

Fridays
Kick-off the Free Weekend BBQ 4-7PM
5 Hour Happy Hour 4-9PM
$2 Appetizers...THIRSTY?

Salem
1550 WESTON CT. NE - 97301
503.370.8063

Friday, July 22nd
Voodoo Tiki Party w/ Pig Roast & Live Music by Solidity

Saturday, July 23rd
AG/ADD C
The NW's Hottest Female AC/DC Tribute!

$5 Lunch Special
Mon-Fri 11am-4pm
All Locations

Free Prime Rib
6-9pm W/Paid Admission
Mon-Salem & Bridgeport
Wed-Beaverton

www.StarsCabaret.com

Now Hiring Top NW Entertainers and Staff. Apply In Person At All Locations.